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Introduction

A note about EverWild Forest School’s Curriculum

Each school year, EverWild Forest School’s team of certified teachers and experienced educators

carefully develop 36 weeks of targeted lesson plans that utilize the local community and environment

to teach concepts in language arts, mathematics, social studies, science, and other subjects across the

curriculum. Known as place-based education, EverWild Forest School’s curriculum emphasizes

hands-on, real-world learning experiences. This approach to education increases academic

achievement, helps students develop stronger ties to their community, enhances students’

appreciation for the natural world, and creates heightened commitment to serving as active,

contributing citizens.

EverWild Forest School’s curriculum is dynamic, and meant to be adapted by teachers to meet the

unique needs and interests of their students. Play and exploration are major parts of the classroom

experience, so the curriculum is made to seamlessly integrate those elements into the facilitation of

targeted learning outcomes.

The sample provided below demonstrates an overview of one week’s worth of curriculum, as well as

lesson plans for two days within that week.

Note: the following content may not be duplicated or used for personal or commercial purposes without the express written permission of EverWild Forest School. Copyright 2022 EverWild

Forest School.



Adapt, Extend, Enrich

Adapting for Younger Children
EverWild Forest School teachers customize this curriculum for younger students by considering the particular knowledge and skills that their
younger students  have. Curriculum can be customized for younger students through teachers critiquing the materials ahead of time and
tailoring them to the  needs of younger students. Adaptations such as simplification and excluding some aspects of a task/activity can allow
teachers to use an  activity designed for older students. It’s important to remember that young children are still learning how to listen and
pay attention to what  they hear.

Examples to simplify and adapt lessons include:
● Simplify the topic (focus on one part vs. the entire thing)
● Reduce the amount of information presented
● Slow the pace of activities
● Give no more than one or two-part directions
● Demonstrate exactly what to do and how to do it

Extending for Older Children
For older groups or more advanced learners, EverWild Forest School teachers extend certain activities or concepts to present greater
cognitive challenges. Children are given space to take what they already know and apply it to the next level. The aim is to adjust tasks to fit
their level, or ask students to apply their own judgment or experience to a given  situation or question.

Examples to extend lessons include:
● Incorporate more information (or more abstract information)
● Problem-solve (often using examples derived from real-world situations)
● Use advanced critical and creative thinking skills
● Question more deeply
● Understand subtle distinctions

Enrichment for Everyone
The more connections that the mind makes, the better it is able to learn and retain
information. Cross-curricular teaching helps students make more connections and gives
more meaning and relevance to the subjects and skills they are learning. Teachers should
always take opportunities to incorporate learning across subjects.














